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Abstract

A number of studies have highlighted the importance of effective interaction between vocational education and industry in nurturing professionals. A common strategy is to build a partnership between industry and education to ensure that graduates meet the requirements of industry, in preparation for employment.

Using a lens comparison approach, which provides the capability to draw on ethnographic experiences, this paper explores and compares the relationship between industry and vocational education in the beauty sectors of Taiwan and the UK. The overall method included observation, informal interviews and documentation analysis.

Significant differences were found not only in culture and levels of vocational education structure, but also in the unified standard and levels of skill formation, which are key points in preparing graduates’ confidence and competence. In Taiwan, the lack of a body with responsibility for regulations, the overlapping levels in qualifications and ineffective communication between education and industry have led to beauty graduates lacking confidence in their ability, adversely impacting on their aspirations. Whereas, in the UK, based on a unified structure, the learners’ educational and working experiences are recognised by both education and industry. Findings from this study will be beneficial for curriculum design and individual career development in this field and may also form a broader concept for use in other fields.
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1. Introduction

This paper outlines the different approaches to nurturing beauty professionals in Taiwan and the UK, to identify important features necessary to develop a beauty professional’s competence. A gap exists between education and industry in the Taiwanese beauty sector (Tsai 2003), which may be causing graduates to lack confidence in their employability. This is supported by survey evidence that also indicates the competence level of Higher Education (HE) graduates falls short of industrial requirements, in Taiwan (Wu & Lin 2010). This point is also strengthened by interviews of Taiwanese industrial experts, indicating that the overall employability of HE graduates from beauty programmes is low, due to their inadequate training and lack of aesthetic appreciation. There is increasing concern that some beauty professionals are being disadvantaged due to the demand of the beauty market changing from beautifying to greater emphasis on high-tech and medical procedures. These changes have occurred more quickly than the establishment could react (Yang et al. 2005): to overcome such challenges, close collaboration between
education and industry has become essential. These issues have revealed the impact of the fragmented nature of the Vocational Education and Training (VET) system and the ineffective communication between education and industry in Taiwan. Tsai (2003) suggests that it is necessary to promote mutually beneficial collaboration between education and industry, so that, for instance, the educational sector provides knowledge of theory to industry, whilst industry offers training and skills updates.

The Taiwanese government has declared the objective of ensuring a seamless transition from education to employment. In order to achieve this, funding projects such as ‘The Last Mile Program’ (Zhou, 2013:p98), ‘Team teaching’ (Chen, 2011; Zhou, 2013), the ‘Industry-University Cooperation Program (Ministry Of Education (MOE), 2012; Xu, 2013)’ and so forth, have demonstrated their intentions. These projects aim to bring industrial elements into academia and lecturers have been requested to gain up-to-date practice in industry. It is believed that not only will these projects prepare graduates’ competence for employment, but also improve the lecturers’ industrial experience, as two thirds of technological college/university lecturers lack this (Chang, 2012), but there is no long term scheme to facilitate such collaborations. The unemployment rate in Taiwan has remained high and employers claim that they cannot find the required talents (Zhang, 2013), which may suggest that government policies merely treat the symptoms instead of remedying the underlying problem.

According to Zhuang (2007), the UK has pioneered the development of Vocational Education and Training (VET) systems. Examining the UK VET system, it may be seen that the relationship between education and industry has been broadly coordinated through government and professional bodies, although a technical skills gap is still evident (Habia 2007). However, document analysis indicates that skill gaps identified in the UK have been filled by including new updated knowledge/techniques into educational curricula and/or industrial training. Wu (2011) argues that Taiwan may learn from the UK’s experience of developing its VET system, making the UK a suitable case study.

1.1 The beauty profession

The interest of this study has fallen on beauty, beauty practice and beauty professionals, three significant and closely-linked elements of the beauty profession. The beauty professional transmits the message of ideal beauty through their beauty practices. A broad term ‘beauty profession’ is employed in this study because it is commonly used to cover a heterogeneous range of practices. The ‘beauty practitioner/professional’ in the beauty related industries is generally known as a ‘Beauty Therapist’, ‘Beautician/Cosmetologist’, ‘Make-up Artist’ or ‘Hairdresser’. Gimlin (2002) uses the sociological term ‘body worker’ to categorise these practitioners, due to their role being to work on the transformation of the human body and mind. This has also been defined as ‘emotional labour’ and ‘aesthetic labour’ in social analysis (Toerien & Kitzinger 2007; Black & Sharma 2001; Black 2004). Although beauty practice is usually considered to be an occupation, not a profession, Sheen (2006) argues it could be a profession in the future.

Recently, there has been increased interest in the beauty industry with a few studies identifying that the beauty salon holds a vital social position closely linked to culture, beauty and health (Felicia et al. 2004; Black 2004). The level of intimacy and interaction between practitioner and client, reflects the trust within this profession and the beauty salon has also been identified as a suitable environment to deliver health messages through trained and licensed cosmetologists (Linnan et al. 2001; Felicia et al. 2004). A key feature that has been studied is the dialogue between the beauty professional and the customer (Toerien & Kitzinger 2007).
To date, there has been little discussion of what ‘beauty practice’ actually involves. The rapid development of technology has also shaped the beauty industry and diverse new technological equipment has been developed as beauty aids for non-invasive surgery, whilst cosmetic surgery is more affordable than a decade ago. For example, Microneedle Therapy System (MTS) or microdermabrasion, requiring different levels of invasion of the skin (Keris Advanced Beauty Clinic 2011), may be performed by qualified therapists or cosmetologists. Similarly, permanent cosmetics/make-up involves skin penetration, which brings risks if undertaken by unqualified beauty therapists or make-up artists. Such treatments will require practitioners to have advanced knowledge, operating skills and a certain level of professional judgement. Also, biotechnological developments have been applied to cosmetics requiring beauty professionals to upgrade their knowledge of products and usage, to maximise the benefit of using these products.

Therapeutic beauty approaches may include holistic therapy and complementary and alternative medicine therapy, which provide an alternative beauty remedy option, either in spas and/or beauty clinics. Some of the treatments are medically involved: therefore, they need to be performed by qualified beauty therapists either unsupervised or under some degree of supervision. However, the complexity of this work may have been overlooked and the therapists’ education and training journey may also have been undervalued. This is demonstrated by media and other reports of controversy over beauty practices (TVBS 2012a; Hayt 2002; Adams 2002). The beauty practitioners’ competence has been questioned as their training is, in fact, frequently inadequate and the argument raised by Adam (2002) and Brody et. al. (2003) is whether supervision is truly carried out by medical professionals and whether beauty practitioners are actually competent, or authorised, to carry out procedures. Both the beauty industry and the medical profession have taken advantage of these ambiguous boundaries (Brody et al. 2003), leaving the public vulnerable.

According to Habia’s report (2007), the UK beauty industry is female dominated, as in Taiwan, and is mostly micro-businesses or self-employment. The report also addresses a major issue in the beauty industry: that employers cannot afford the cost of training, especially the employee time away from the workplace, even though most employers agree that training is important for business growth. A further difficulty is that the self-employed may not be aware of their own training needs to maintain the currency of their knowledge and competence. These needs could be met through Continuing Professional Development (CPD) programmes provided by professional bodies and/or learning institutions, thus improving the prospects of addressing concerns over professional competence and entitlement to practice. So, the success of the application of beauty relies on the beauty professional’s ability, which needs to be kept up-to-date through on-going professional development.

1.2 Overview of beauty education and industry in Taiwan

Taiwanese government policy has relaxed educational regulations since 1996, permitting technical colleges to upgrade to technological university status and allowing more practical-based learners to progress into higher education: however, this rapid reform has also caused an imbalance between quality and quantity in vocational education (Chang, n.d.; Huang, n.d.; Zheng, 2007). Zhang (2012) questions whether a higher education is actually necessary in some occupations, citing the beauty industry as an example. Wang (2013) suggests that this rapid expansion of higher vocational education has led to an over-supply of over-educated employees.

In Taiwan, the beauty education field has developed rapidly due to demand in the labour market since inception in 1974 (Xu 1996; Chen & Lin 2007), but the first beauty skill certification did not appear until 1991, since when it has gradually become too dominant a feature despite its lack
of currency (Yeh & Chen 2006). There is a similar curriculum standard across the Further Education (FE) sector, established by the Ministry of Education in Taiwan (Chen & Lin 2007). The curriculum design in the HE (Higher Technological and Vocational Education: HTVE) sector overlaps with FE. This research indicates that the scope of the HE and FE beauty curricula is broad and lacks depth compared to the UK. The current established beauty programmes in HTVE may be categorised into three main domains: cosmetic sciences; cosmetology and styling; beauty and health related programmes. Although each domain claims its own features and the flexibility to develop its own characteristics, the curriculum is rather similar across all the categories, but contains a small proportion of specialised subjects. For instance, cosmetology and styling-related modules can be seen in the curriculum of cosmetic science and vice versa.

The supply from beauty education and the demand from the beauty industry are not synchronised (Tsai 2003). Also, teaching professionals’ field experience has been criticized as inadequate (Chen, 2000; Huang, 2003; Wang, 2013), which may lead to a gap between industry and academia, resulting in graduates lacking confidence when entering the job market. Hong and Huang (2003) and Hsu (2003) have reviewed Taiwanese beauty education in comparison with Japanese aesthetic education and revealed that beauty education in Taiwan is lacking cultural and aesthetic components, which tends to reinforce the opinion of industrial experts who state that graduates lack aesthetic appreciation, as found by this study. Chen et al (2006) argue that the sense of aesthetics and cultural understanding should be an important component of being a beauty professional. This paper suggests that the ability to convey the ethos of aesthetics to the client through beauty practice is fundamental to this profession.

Due to the focus on skill training, the theoretical and practical knowledge behind techniques has been paid very little attention. The lack of in-depth knowledge related to the subject has also limited the development of the profession, whilst the training also lacks a holistic perspective. Learners may be able to perform techniques, but the entirety of the task is more than just skills. With holistic training, beauty graduates should be able to perform an entire service including communicating with clients, consulting and identifying clients’ needs, planning and performing one or more treatments with a rational sequence and providing appropriate care advice. They also need to be able to respond to and take appropriate action if an incident and/or accident occurs in the workplace.

The consumption patterns of Taiwanese consumers are fast moving (Hung 2006): this characteristic was also recognised by the research interviewees, who commented that the beauty industry required constant changes in the beauty packages offered. Zeng (2009) points out that vicious price competition in the beauty industry has distorted service quality, resulting in increased risks to customers and reduced profit margins. So far, however, very little is found in the literature on the issue. The lack of enforced regulation in this field inevitably aggravates the risks of dubious practices in the beauty sector. At the same time, beauty practice has evolved from simple skin care/make-up advice to hi-tech and/or medically involved treatments, so beauty professionals should upgrade their competence accordingly (Zeng 2009).

1.3 Overview of beauty education and industry in the UK

The VET system in the UK provides various options and flexible learning structures for school leavers to choose their career pathway. In 2010, there was a reform of the UK qualification framework, which changed from the National Qualifications Framework (NQF) to the Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF) (Harris 2010). The QCF aims to provide a flexible, transferable and recognisable qualification system (Blinko 2011). QCF starts from entry level to level 8 and each level comprises units, which contain credit values (QCDA 2010). However, an
analysis from Lester (2011) argues that there are issues over the integration of HE and the professional qualification system within the QCF.

In FE. Hair and Beauty, which are two major sectors of the beauty industry, are divided into two distinctive training programmes of Beauty Therapy (including makeup and nail technology related qualifications) and Hairdressing. Beauty Therapy was launched by City and Guilds of London Institute in 1970 (Taylor 2000, p5). In the UK, the standard of beauty education and industry codes of practice are established by the Hair and Beauty Industry Authority (Habia) appointed by the UK government (Habia 2007). A variety of awarding bodies, such as City & Guilds (C&G), Vocational Training Charitable Trust (VTCT) and Edexcel, awards different types and levels of vocational qualification, such as National Vocational Qualifications (NVQs), Vocational Related Qualifications (VRQs) and Higher National Certificate (HNC)/ Higher National Diploma (HND). However, all these qualifications are developed based on National Occupational Standards (NOS), which are the benchmarks developed by industry and other stakeholders for describing the competence required of an individual to accomplish good practice when performing a task in the workplace (NOS 2013). It is also strongly recommended and promoted that NOS should be implemented at the HE level of vocational qualifications (Swailes et al. 2004). The progression route to HE for beauty related programmes is mainly offered at sub-degree level, such as HNC, HND, Foundation degrees (Fds), and at undergraduate degree level (NARIC 2005). The top-up final year at degree level is available after taking sub-degree level courses, in order to complete a bachelor’s degree, awarded by HE institutions.

The upgrading of beauty education and training in 2001 has been an important step to open up the HE route to FE graduates (Gallacher et al. 2012; Anderson & Hemsworth 2005). The beauty related HE route is more advanced and specialised in related subject areas, such as Advanced Beauty Therapy, management related programmes such as Salon or Spa Management and Make-up Studies in the theatre, TV and films. Those programmes are included within the ‘more applied subjects’ (Hoelscher et al., 2008:p145), which are mostly set up as a sub-degree in the FE sector. The availability of specialised technical equipment, facilities and human resources in FE, dictates that the majority of HE beauty programmes take place in local FE colleges (Bathmaker et al. 2008; Parry et al. 2012). Yet, it is still debatable whether this progression opportunity is a valuable investment for FE graduates. Parry et al. (2012) revealed that the 2008-2010 results from The National Student Survey (NSS) show that there is low satisfaction from the HE learners in an FE setting.

The quality of assessment is also assured by external and internal verifiers to ensure standards are maintained during training. Based on the agreed standard implemented into learning outcomes and performance criteria of these vocational qualifications, beauty practices should be performed in a very similar fashion across sectors, even though the application may vary according to the type of treatment/design. More importantly, the skills and knowledge are transferrable because this recognised standard can be applied to different organisations. In order to ensure that the practice standard is maintained at a professional level, professional bodies provide short courses/activities for professionals to update and maintain their competence (Lester 1999).

There is also collaboration between education and industry, which has been embodied in Apprenticeships (Brockmann et al. 2010), Work-Based Learning modules/programmes (Brennan 2005) and work placements. Due to the use of NOS, the competence of learners may be assessed in the workplace, by internal or external assessors, and to meet the standard, employer input must adhere to a similar training framework as the education sector. But it is also suggested by Little et al. (2003) that employers need to engage more in VET and be aware of changes to qualifications and policies.
In the UK, all training programmes in education and industry have to be developed based on NOS and the regulations related to hygiene, health and safety relevant to treatment(s) must also be complied with. A core aspect of the teaching is that learners form a habit of performing all tasks from planning through operation to completion, as a complete process, rather than thinking of each skill as a complete procedure. In the salon setting at the institutions, the practice must be supervised, follow the code of practice and meet all the regulations, including health and safety. The customer is clearly informed that the service is part of a taught course, which is performed under supervision. The purpose is to encourage learners to work on a real paying client in preparation for employment.

This brief review shows that although the ultimate aim of the UK and Taiwanese VET systems is to produce competent beauty practitioners, there are significant differences in how this objective is approached by the respective governments, educational bodies and industry stakeholders.

2. Research methods

‘Lens comparison’ (Walk 1998) was employed because both countries’ VET systems are very different. The objective of this study is to find a strategy to improve Taiwanese beauty professional’s competence. UK professional qualifications such as International Vocational Qualifications (IVQs) have been introduced to Taiwan and suggested as an extra qualification alongside the main qualification, apart from the national skill certificate. Understanding the UK’s approach of nurturing beauty professionals was chosen as the framework for reviewing Taiwan’s VET system. It was considered that the best method to adopt for this investigation was to use the concept of ethnography to gain inside knowledge of the UK’s VET structure, based on a previous personal learning background and working experience in the beauty field in Taiwan. Since the ethnographer is claimed as the most important instrument in this type of method (Fetterman 2010), the ethnographer with a full set of experiences in the field could be considered as an asset to this project, even though this study is more of an ethnographic experience than ethnographic research itself. In order to establish a holistic view of how the VET system in the UK prepares the beauty professional’s competence, participant observation was a suitable form of action (Atkinson & Hammersley 1994).

The ethnographic participation that occurred in different settings included observation and a series of unstructured informal interviews. In the education institutions, teaching and learning, cultural differences, attitudes, assessment measures and so forth were considered, including in the role of the participant, learner, lecturer and assessor. While in the industrial setting, the analysis of work experiences in beauty salons, theatres, studio and location photo shoots during employment, freelance and voluntary work were included. The comparative analysis occurred throughout this ethnographic experience within both formal and informal environments over an extended period. This approach has not previously been used in the beauty field. Prior and subsequent to the unstructured informal interviews, formal interviews and document analysis were employed to complement the participant observation.

The subject groups studied in the participant observation include FE and HE beauty learners, practitioners and professionals in education and industry in the UK. The identification of the ethnographer as being a participant and a research student was, to some extent, acknowledged by others, but very few people were interested in the research itself. Meanwhile, document analysis of curricula, programme specifications, performance criteria and so forth was adopted to compare the structure of the beauty programme and the training approach in both countries. Semi-
structured interviews and formal observations were also undertaken in the Taiwanese beauty education and industry sectors.

3. Discussion

Findings from the review and analysis of documents indicate differences between Taiwan and UK’s VET systems, shown in the figure below, demonstrating that the UK’s QCF is more straightforward and flexible. Each stage of the qualification framework is denoted as a ‘level’ (QAA 2008). The learners have a choice to stop or continue their learning journey without much overlap: whereas, in Taiwan, the qualifications are larger and without interim awards, which does not give learners such flexibility to manage their career. In addition, entrance requirements in Taiwan are mainly based on written examinations: therefore, learners coming from a mixed background increase the challenges for teachers, forming a barrier to the delivery of advanced skill training (Yang et al. 2005). Also, the curriculum of beauty education, in Taiwan, covers greater breadth in hair, skin care and make-up: whereas, in the UK, the curriculum has demonstrated more depth and progression between levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taiwan educational structure</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>UK educational structure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-year HTVE</td>
<td></td>
<td>HE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 6 (BA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-year Senior College</td>
<td>Level 5 (Fd/HND)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-year Junior College</td>
<td>Level 4 (HNC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-year Vocational High School (VHS)</td>
<td>FE</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Source: The researcher constructed the diagram according to literature from Ministry of Education in Taiwan and the UK Qualifications Credit Framework (QCF)

The approach in teaching and learning is also very different. For instance, in Taiwan, teaching and learning has greater focus on delivering skill itself, rather than the entire service task. The practising of skills is sometimes a ‘performance’ and used only as a means of passing the national skill certification, which Huang (n.d.) describes as distorting the VET system and has been criticised as outdated and failing to measure the competence of a professional (Yeh & Chen 2006; TVBS 2012b). Skills, knowledge and attitude should be embodied within the entire service task, including compliance with health and safety. To a large extent, in the UK, the safe and effective conduct of beauty practice is regulated through legislation, regulations and codes of practice, which is reflected in the teaching. However, in Taiwan, insufficient emphasis is placed on habituating learners to consider and perform health and safety procedures as a fundamental component of the transformation process. Consequently, the Taiwanese beauty sector has been practising and surviving within a controversial grey zone, with regard to the quality and safety of delivery of services (üho 2013; TVBS 2012b).

From ethnographic experiences in the UK, the current training approach for beauty practitioners can be discussed in three major respects. Firstly, the progression route from FE to HE offers beauty practitioners more advanced theoretical knowledge and practical skills, although there is very little discussion about the transition from FE to HE. The identified skill shortages and gaps have been addressed within education and training programmes (Habia 2007), so education does respond to industrial needs. Also, practitioners can update their skills through CPD courses provided through the professional bodies or by upgrading to a higher level within the QCF structure to obtain, or maintain, their career development and employment.
Secondly, the approach to assessment reflects the teaching and learning. The learning environment may not necessarily be in a (simulated) workplace, but the assessment will be required to perform as if it were. Learners may be assessed by lecturers or any assessor provided they are qualified to assess the subjects. In this case, standardisation in teaching and assessment across the board appears more significant, as the standardisation is not only for minimising differences between lecturers and assessors, but also requires the sharing of good practices between staff. Learners may appeal if they disagree with the assessment result: this requires reassessment by a different assessor, thus helping to ensure quality assurance of assessment.

The third aspect is that techniques and theoretical knowledge are embedded in the teaching of treatment procedures complying with health and safety considerations. This training, recognised within industry, concerns not only an ability to perform techniques, but also a competence to complete the entire task, in a safe manner. The training structure allows learners to apply their knowledge and skills to real world practice, which helps to build a graduate’s confidence.

The skills at different educational levels involve varying degrees of complexity and show a progressive structure. For example, facial treatment at Beauty Therapy Level 2 only requires the performance of the manual skill, but Level 3 develops this manual skill to incorporate the use of electrical equipment. Upgrading to Level 4 and 5 involves hi-tech or medical equipment such as laser and light treatments for skin rejuvenation, which require in-depth physiology and dermatology knowledge. The preparation, consultation and care advice also involve different levels of complexity. Additionally, a service could incorporate more than one treatment, further challenging the practitioner’s competence.

By comparison, in Taiwan, through observing professionals’ performance in the workplace, it was found that there was a lack of standardisation in the service processes and approaches. As a result, service structure and quality in the workplace may appear to vary. This diversity increases uncertainty and demands pre-job training by employers. Thus, from an ethnographic viewpoint, without pre-job training from the employer, the practitioners may experience a feeling of incompetence. The professionals can execute a treatment, but may not necessarily be able to perform a consultation, or even a contra-indication check to prevent exacerbating a skin condition and preventing infection and/or cross-infection. The research findings confirm that training at institutions focuses more on techniques than the ability to execute an entire task. However, a number of companies, such as SHISEIDO and Kenyon in Taiwan, have developed their own independent standardised service procedures, but these may not be transferable. In addition, in Taiwan, an awareness of health and safety procedures has not been embedded successfully into the curriculum, to engender graduates’ appreciation of the importance of these issues during their career, because the regulations are not specifically highlighted to the beauty learners.

The curriculum design in Taiwan for beauty programmes gives a breadth of knowledge and skills, but the lack of depth results in graduates’ competence appearing too generalised. The student has limited interest in theory and their lack of academic ability disadvantages their professional development. Also, the work placement to develop their professional competence, can have limited effectiveness due to its method of implementation. From the evidence of the semi-structured interviews and ethnographic experience, a successful collaboration depends on both stakeholders having an equal contribution. Work placements in Taiwan can be seen as having a reduced value due to a lack of input from employers, but education providers should be more pro-active in understanding industrial needs and future trends in order to prepare and negotiate training opportunities. Improvements to work placement should enhance the beauty graduates’ confidence and employability, whilst also providing benefits to the industry and clients, thus addressing elements of the problems outlined above.
To summarise, the lack of standards and regulations for the Taiwanese beauty industry suggests a predominantly laissez-faire attitude on the part of the government, shifting responsibility onto beauty practitioners. Ethnographic experience, in the UK, indicates that an effective policy would be to establish an impartial Taiwanese professional body to regulate the related beauty associations, effectively monitor practices, identify the needs of industry and improve communication between education and industry. Furthermore, implementing protocols for learners to integrate theory into practice through their learning journey and experience working in and managing a simulated workplace could help learners to become familiar with a real working environment.

5. Conclusion

The research recognises the existence of a gap between what Taiwanese beauty education provides and what the beauty industry requires from graduates. In the UK, government triangulates professional bodies, education and industry to develop training programmes and practice based on the same standard, with an audit mechanism to ensure that quality of training and practice are maintained. This approach could be adopted in Taiwan to promote an individual’s life-long learning opportunity and career. It is recommended that an authorised professional body is established, the benefit of which is to utilise its resources to identify industry needs and monitor industry practice. Every practitioner/professional should register with the professional body and their practice should be monitored. Also, the professional body may play a role as liaison between education and industry and it could provide courses for professionals to update their competence. The Taiwanese government has made an effort to fund additional projects alongside the main qualification to prepare graduates’ competence in their subject field. However, it may be ineffective if that which is learned by beauty graduates is not recognised by and transferable into industry.

From the findings, the development and establishment of a national occupational standard that specifically fits the Taiwanese cultural features, educational structure and industrial setting would provide an effective guidance for education providers. The standard would be embedded in the curriculum of the VET programme and applied to develop its structure into different progressive levels to ensure that different levels of talent are cultivated. The development of taught content should aim to effectively habituate learners to think holistically and consider, appreciate and perform aesthetic theory, skill and health and safety.

The above should be promoted to industry, to ensure that education practices and standards are transferrable to industry and integrated into real world practice. These recommendations may overcome the core issues of Taiwanese beauty graduates lacking confidence in their employability and employers not being satisfied with the graduates’ competence.
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